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3PART I
THE CATTLE BUSINESS
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF CATTLE SECTION:
The slaughter of cattle and the disposition of by-products and 
dressed meats is essentially a disintegrating or breaking-up operation. 
The cattle are purchased alive and taken into the slaughter-house, 
where they are killed and dressed. The by-products from the slaughter 
of these animals are transferred from the killing floor to the respec­
tive by-products departments. The dressed carcasses of beef are 
transferred from the killing floor to the cooler, where they are chilled 
until the animal heat has entirely disappeared. These carcasses are 
then disposed of from the cooler through the following channels— 
a—Consignments to selling agencies 
b—Direct sale to customers
c—Transfers to the cutting department, where carcasses are cut 
up and disposed of in the form of cuts 
d—Transfers to the Freezer for freezing and storage.
These operations are the basis for the cost-figuring and for the 
departmentizing of the operations and accounting of the cattle busi­
ness. A chart is submitted in order that the reader may gain a better 
mental picture of the course of the operations and divisions into de­
partments as this is necessary to an understanding of the accounting.
Cattle are purchased by lots in the stock yards, or, in some cases, 
directly from the farms. Each lot purchased is an accounting unit 
for which costs are figured and upon which margins of profit or loss 
will be computed. In come cases two or more small lots of cattle 
purchased may be combined into one killing lot as they go to the 
slaughter-house, especially where all of the animals are of the same 
grade. Also, some lots offered for sale contain animals of different 
grades, in which case the animals of each grade are usually purchased
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separately, thereby breaking up the original lot offered into several 
lots for killing, each lot containing animals of the same grade.
The beginning of the accounting records of the cattle business 
is the invoice from the commission firm for the live stock, or, in some 
cases, the stock yard scale ticket, the price and amount having been 
computed thereon. This is the basis for the charge to the live-stock 
purchase account, and indicates the number of head, live weight, live 
price and amount.
As the animals are slaughtered, the by-products:—hides, fats and 
other by-products, are transferred from the killing floor to their 
respective departments where they are put in merchantable shape 
and sold. The hides are transferred to the hide cellar, where they are 
salted down in packs and cured; the edible fats are transferred to the 
oil house where they are melted into oleo stock, which is usually 
pressed into oleo oil and stearine; inedible fats are transferred to the 
tank house for rendering, producing tallow, or grease and tankage; 
the small products (edible by-products) are transferred to separate 
departments, where they are trimmed and packed for shipment, etc.
The killing, dressing and chilling operations are all included in 
the cattle killing department. The purpose of this department is to 
show the break-up of the animals into by-products and carcasses of 
dressed beef. It is charged with live cattle at live cost and with all 
expenses incurred in killing, dressing and chilling, and is credited with 
the market value of the by-products as they are transferred to their 
respective sections. The balance remaining in the account at this 
point is the dressed cost of the dressed carcasses of beef on the rail 
in the cooler ready to move. This is the basis of the transfer to the 
dressed beef department.
This killing and dressing account operates in the manner of a 
controlling account over the cost figuring of all of the various lots of 
cattle killed. Each lot is computed separately by adding to the live 
cost, the expense of killing, dressing and chilling, and subtracting 
therefrom the value of the by-products. The balance remaining is the 
plant cost of the dressed carcasses, as transferred to the dressed beef 
department.
The cost of running the cooler is considered as part of the killing
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and dressing department, that department extending to and including 
all operations and expenses up to the time the beef carcasses on the 
rail are ready to be disposed of, either by shipping or by transferring 
to other departments.
Beef is disposed of from this dressed beef department through 
the following outlets—
a—By Consignment to a selling Agency:
When carcasses are sent to a branch house or selling agency for disposition, 
for margin figuring purposes a differential should be added to the plant cost of 
these carcasses which is to cover the selling and shipping expenses, the branch 
house shrinkage, etc. This gives the sold cost of these shipments.
b—By Direct Sale to Customer:
When carcasses are to be sold directly to a customer, a differential should be 
added to the plant cost as charged to the dressed beef department to cover ship­
ping and selling expenses, claims, etc. This is necessary to determine the sold 
cost of this beef for margin figuring purposes.
c—By Transfer to Freezer:
Transfers from the dressed beef department to the freezer for freezing or 
storing are made at the plant cost of the dressed beef as charged to the dressed 
beef department. If additional expense is incurred on this beef in the cooler, a 
differential should be added to the plant cost to cover.
d—By Transfer to the Cutting Department:
Transfers from the cooler to the cutting department should be made at the 
plant cost of the dressed beef as charged to this dressed beef department. If 
additional expense is incurred on this beef in the cooler a differential should be 
added to cover.  
When the departmentizing of the business is handled in this 
manner, it is necessary to include in the plant cost, provision for 
condemnations, sterilization, bruise trimming, etc. Trimming in the 
cooler is included in the differential to be added to the cost of car­
casses shipped. Usually little or no trimming is done on carcasses 
transferred to cutting room or to freezer.
The killing and dressing department as outlined above is simply 
an internal operating department designed to record the breaking up 
of the live animal in the killing and dressing operations. It should not 
show any balance, either profit or loss, at the end of the accounting
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period, except differences between expense figures used in cost-figur­
ing and the actual expenses as they appear in the final accounting 
records at the close of the accounting period. This balance should be 
transferred to the dressed beef department as it is an adjustment on 
the cost of the beef charged to it.
The purpose of the dressed beef department as outlined is to 
show the disposition of the dressed carcasses. It is charged with the 
plant cost of the carcasses and with expenses of loading and shipping 
and selling or transferring, and is credited with sales and transfers. 
The balance in this account at the end of a period represents the profit 
or loss made on dressed beef sold.
Dressed beef put into the freezer should be carried in a separate 
account in order that the expenses, shrinks and results of freezing or 
storing such beef may be readily determined. Beef should be charged 
to the freezer at plant cost and carried in inventories at plant cost-in, 
plus carrying charges.
Beef cutting operations should be handled in a separate account 
in order that the costs, shrinks and results on such operations may be 
readily available. Carcasses to be cut should be transferred to the 
cutting department at plant cost plus differential where necessary. 
This department should be charged with all expenses of cutting and 
disposing of the cuts, and should receive credit for sales and transfers. 
Some may desire to carry sub-departments in their cutting section to 
give statistics on curing or smoking operations separate from these 
current cutting operations.
The scope of the cattle business is briefly indicated by the chart. 
That it should be carefully defined is important in order that statistics 
prepared and results computed may be on a sound and recognized 
basis. The cattle business should include—
a—All cattle buying, killing and dressing operations.
b—Disposition of carcasses.
c—Cutting of carcasses and disposition of cuts.
d—Preparing or processing of by-products to their marketable stage and the 
disposition of the same.
The final results on the cattle business should include all gains or 
losses on all of the above:—the carcass results, the cutting results,
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and the by-product results. While the cattle by-product departments 
are charged for the raw product at its full current market value, there 
will always be some profits or losses due to changes in market between 
the date the raw product is received and the time the finished by-prod­
uct is sold. There will likely he small differences between the ex­
penses and yields used in cost-figuring and the actual expenses and 
yields of these departments. Any results of these by-product depart­
ments should therefore be considered as an adjustment to the plant 
cost of the dressed beef as finally transferred to the dressed beef 
department.
It is usually desirable to show the results on carcass beef and 
beef cuts separately, in which case the results of these by-product 
departments should he divided between the carcass department and 
the cutting department, as they will apply to all beef produced. The 
basis for this division usually used is the cwt. dressed beef going 
to each.
Processing of by-products may be carried further in some plants 
than in others. Many concerns may engage in allied industries, such 
as the manufacture of oleomargarine, compound lard, stock foods, 
etc. In order that results of the cattle business and statistics may be 
made on the same basis it is important that the limits of the cattle 
section be quite clearly defined.
In general the processing of by-products should be included as a 
part of the operations of the cattle business as far as is necessary 
to put them in the marketable state in which they become recognized 
articles of commerce. Any operations performed on such products 
beyond this stage belong to allied industries and should be kept en­
tirely separate from the operations of the cattle business.
In some instances plants may dispose of some by-products in a 
raw state or in a semi-processed state, in which case they would be 
credited to the beef costs on that basis. Assuming, however, the 
usual processing of by-products the following would be included in the 
cattle business.
Hides—The curing and marketing of cured hides, including the delivery of cured 
hides to cars ready for shipment.
Edible Fats—Including melting or rendering of edible fats into oleo oil, stearine, 
and tallow, and the sale or shipment of such products,
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Tongue—Includes preparing of fresh tongues, freezing, pickling or smoking and 
the delivery of product by shipment or transfer.
Small Products— (Offal)—Includes the preparing and packing of fresh offal and 
any freezing. Closes with the delivery of such product by shipment or by 
transfer to other departments.
Casings—Includes all operations of the casing department to the delivery of the 
finished casings by shipment or by transfer.
Tank Stock—Includes the rendering of all animal products in tanks and the 
storing, tiercing or bagging, and shipping or transferring of all rendered 
products, including tallow, finished tankage, and dried blood.
Bones and Miscellaneous—Includes the cooking, drying, grading, bagging and 
shipping of bones, hoofs, horns, horn piths, sinews, etc.
The method of figuring the cost of dressed beef is outlined in the 
following chapters. In order to make the explanation as simple and 
comprehensive as possible, a concrete example of cost figuring is used.
The first section shows the figuring of the cost, the values used 
for by-products having been previously determined, and other neces­
sary information from the plant being on hand. This simply covers 
the work from the point of view of the cost clerk, figuring the cost of 
a lot of dressed beef. The sections following this one take up the 
explanation of the determination of the values to be used for by­
products in figuring costs and the treatment of expenses.
9PA RT II
COST FIGURING
Previous chapters have contained much general information about 
the cattle business and considerable about the theory of cost-figuring. 
It is proposed in this chapter to outline more fully the methods of 
cost figuring for the cattle business. The subject is treated here from 
the point of view of the cost clerk figuring cattle costs. This chapter 
deals only with cost figuring, the by-product values and expenses hav­
ing previously been determined. In the chapters which follow this, 
the methods of arriving at by-product values and expenses used in 
figuring costs will be explained more fully.
Assume as an example the problem of figuring the dressed cost of 
a lot of 39 head of native steers, averaging 1,151 pounds for which 
$15 per cwt. alive has been paid.
The information from which costs for this lot of cattle are to be 
figured will come to the cost clerk from various sources in about the 
following manner:
Live Weight and Cost—
From the buyer’s office will be received the original scale ticket 
or commission firm’s invoice, which will show, among other things:
Date Driven ................................................................ ..................
Drive Number ..................................................................  301
Lot Number.................................................................. 132
Head ...................................................    39
Kind and Sex.............................................................Native Steers
Total Live Weight, pounds.........................................  44,910
Average Live Weight, pounds...................................  1,151
Live Price per Cwt............................................................$ 15.00
Total Live Cost...........................................................$6,736.50
Information about Slaughter—
These cattle will be killed at the packing house as a separate lot, 
and the following information accumulated and reported to the cost 
figuring department:
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Information from Hide Scale—
Date Killed ..................................................................................................................
Lot Number ........................................................................................................ 132
Number of Head..................................................................................................  39
Kind and Sex......................................................................................... Native Steers
Hides Produced—
Less 2 Lbs.
per Hide for Net
Weight Moisture Weight
17 Heavy F. O. B. Steer Hides........... ................  1,433 34 1,399
22 Light F. O. B. Steer Hides............. ................  1,473 44 1,429
Total, 39 hides, weight.....................
The general practice is to make a deduction for moisture adhering 
to the hides, although the net value of the green hide could just as well 
be figured on the actual scale weight. In case hides are dirty, it is 
usual to deduct, for the manure adhering to the hide, a sufficient weight 
to eliminate such manure from the weights. This is usually shown by
a notation on hide weight ticket “ deduct............pounds for manure.”
Information from Fat Scale—
Weight of Caul and Ruffle Fats Produced, lbs..................................................  1,550
Information from Beef Scale—
One side of beef bruised, lbs................................................................................. 340
Warm Weight of each carcass as weighed on the killing floor, total lbs___26,701
Cost-Figuring Schedules—
The clerk handling the cost figuring will have at hand a schedule 
previously prepared by methods to be explained in the following chap­
ter, which will give him values and other information necessary for 
computing the costs from the above data. This schedule will include, 
among other things, the following:
Killing, dressing and chilling expenses, say, $.68 per 100 lbs. dressed weight. 
Balance of Oil House Fats not weighed to the lot will average, say, 48% as much 
as the Caul and Ruffle Fats.
Average shrinkage of beef in Cooler, say, 2-3/10%.
Heavy F. O. B. Steer Hides are worth, say, $21.60 per cwt. green.
Light F. O. B. Steer Hides are worth, say, $20.77 per cwt. green.
Oleo Fats are worth, say, $6.35 per cwt. raw.
All other by-products are worth, say, $.46 per 100 lbs. live weight. This includes 
Tallow, Offal, Casings, Switches, Heads, Feet, Tripe, Blood, etc.
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With the foregoing information at hand the cost clerk is in a 
position to compute the dressed cost of this lot of carcasses. His pro­
cedure will be about as follows:
Live Cost, 39 Native Steers, 44,910 lbs. at $15.00 per cwt.............................$6,736.50
Expense, based on dressed weight, 26,087 lbs. at 68c per cwt...................... 177.39
Total Live Cost and Expenses.................................................................. $6,913.89
Deduct Credits for By-Products:
Hides—
17 Heavy F. O. B. Steers, 1,399 lbs. at $21.60.............................. $302.11
22 Light F. O. B. Steers, 1,429 lbs. at $20.77................................  297.01
Total, 2,828 pounds ........................................................................$598.12
Fats—
Caul and Ruffle Fats, net weight.................................. 1,550 lbs.
For all other edible fats add 48% of the above...........  744 lbs.
Total Oil House Fats, Raw Weight......................... 2,294 lbs.
Total Fats, 2,294 lbs. at $6.35 per cwt......................................145.66
All other By-Products per schedule based on Live Weight,
44,910 lbs. at $.46 per cwt...............................................................206.58
Total By-Products credits ...............................................................................  950.36
Balance, cost of Dressed Beef........................................................................$5,963.53
Chilled Dressed—
Weight of Warm Dressed Beef at Beef Scale.......................................  26,701
Deduct Shrinkage in Cooler, 2-3/10%......................................................  614
Chilled Weight of Dressed Beef............................................................... 26,087
Dressed Cost per Cwt.—
Total cost of dressed beef $5,963.53 divided
by chilled, dressed weight 26,087 gives
Average cost of dressed beef per cwt...................................................... 22.86
Yields to be Computed—
Dressed Beef Yield—
Shrunk Warm Weight, 26,087 lbs. divided by live weight: —
44,910 lbs. gives yield of beef................................................................... 58.10%
Hides Y ie ld -
Weight after making Fixed Moisture Allowance, 2,828 lbs. divided
by Live Weight, 44,910 lbs. yield....................................................  6.30%
Fats Y ie ld -
Weight computed above, 2,294 lbs. divided by Live Weight, 44,910
lbs. yield .............................................................................................  5.11%
Total yield, Beef, Hides, and Fats....................................................  69.51%
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Adjustment for Bruised and Other Under-Grade Beef—
As bruised carcasses have usually to be sent to the cutting depart­
ment to be cut up and bruises removed are worth considerably less 
than the other carcasses, it is usual to figure a separate cost for them, 
increasing the cost of the other proportionately. The value of under­
grade carcasses is here estimated for the example of 20 per cent less
than good carcasses. The adjustment should therefore be made as 
follows:
Dressed Cost of Lot as above.............................................................  $22.86 per cwt.
20% Reduction on same....................................................................... $ 4.57 per cwt.
340 pounds—Weight of Undergrade Carcasses—at $4.57 per cwt.
shows loss of .................................................................................$15.54
This loss should be added to the total dressed cost of the lot and 
a new average cost figured. This gives $5,963.53 plus $15.54 equals 
$5,979.07, to be divided by 26,087 pounds making the new average cost 
per cwt. $22.92 for good cattle. Undergrade beef will be valued at 
$4.57 per cwt. less or $18.35.
Adjusted average costs will be as follows:
For Good Cattle—per cwt............................................................................. $22.92
For Undergrade Cattle—-per cwt...............................................................$18.35
If desired these may readily be tested out against the original 
costs as follows:
Good Cattle —25,747 pounds at $22.92................................................ $5,901.21
Undergrade Cattle—  340 pounds at $18.35................................................  62.39
Total....................26,087 pounds ............................................................... $5,963.60
Difference of 7 cents is due to dropping fractions.
The cost above figured does not take into account any allowance 
for condemnation losses, trimming in cooler, or loss due to carcasses 
passed for sterilization. In order that all of these items may be taken 
into account in figuring the margin of profit or loss on the sale of this 
lot, it is necessary to make certain additions to this cost to arrive at 
the plant cost.
The items to be added to this cost are usually specified in the cost 
figuring schedule and the total of them shown in one item which can
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readily be added to the short cost by the clerk doing the cost figuring 
Following are representative additions which should be taken into con­
sideration in arriving at the plant cost:
Per Cwt. 
Dressed
1—An amount to cover condemnations, based upon average loss of previous
month or year (for example)......................................................................$ .03
2— An amount to cover loss from sterilized product usually based upon the
experience of the previous month or year (for example)..........................01
3— An amount to cover trimming in cooler, as determined by tests (for ex­
ample) ................................................................................................................02
Total Addition ............................................................................................. $ .06
This addition makes the plant cost:—
Good Cattle —$22.92 and $.06 equals $22.98
Undergrade Cattle—$18.35 and $.06 equals $18.41
The foregoing costs are the plant costs of these dressed carcasses. 
They might be compared to the factory cost of the ordinary manufactur­
ing concern in that they contain no shipping, selling or administrative 
expenses.
These carcasses of beef may be disposed of in one of three ways:
a—Consignment to a selling agency;
b—Direct sale to a customer;
c—Transfer to the cutting department or to the freezer.
To the above plant cost of such carcasses as are sold it is necessary 
to make certain additions to cover shipping, commercial and adminis­
trative expenses, which would not be incurred on carcasses transferred 
to the cutting department or to the freezer.
All of these carcasses are transferred into the dressed beef de­
partment at their plant cost, and that department is charged with these 
shipping, selling and administrative expenses. The sold cost of car­
casses shipped out of this department should be computed as a basis for 
figuring margins and making selling adjustments.
The amount to be added to the plant cost to arrive at the sold cost 
of carcasses will vary somewhat, depending upon whether the carcasses 
are consigned to a selling agency for sale or are sold direct to a cus­
tomer, in that there will be some difference in expenses incurred and 
that the weights will be taken at different times.
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It is customary, therefore, in making up the cost figuring schedules 
to be used by the invoice clerk, to indicate the amount per hundred­
weight to he added to the plant cost to arrive at the sold cost, giving 
separate amounts to be added on branch house shipments and on direct 
sales.
For carcasses transferred to the cutting department or freezer the 
plant cost will be the transfer basis, as no shipping, selling or adminis­
trative expenses are incurred on such transfers. All of these expenses 
will be charged against the department finally disposing of this beef, 
and to make any additional charge at this point would mean double 
charges for these overhead expenses.
In carrying out this example, it is assumed that this lot of dressed 
beef was disposed of in the following manner:
Shipped on consignment to a sales agency, 30 head of good beef, weigh­
ing .................................................................................................. —  ..20,060 lbs.
Shipped directly to a customer 8½ head of good beef, weighing...........  5,687 lbs.
Transferred to the beef cutting department, ½ head undergrade beef,
weighing.................................................................................................. 340 lbs.
Total weight, as above .........................................................................26,087 lbs.
The handling of the accounts of each one of these will be taken up 
separately.
Consignment to Selling Agency—
In accounting for a consignment from a plant to a branch house or 
selling agency for sale it is customary for the plant to make out a memo­
randum invoice of the shipment, which is based on the plant cost. This 
memorandum invoice is the basis for the entry in the plant books charg­
ing the consignment account and crediting the dressed beef department. 
This is done in order that the dressed beef department of the plant may 
be relieved of the value of the shipment as it goes forward. The branch 
house shrinkage and expense are not considered in making up this 
memorandum invoice, for the reason that they will be accounted for by 
the branch house in making out the account sales.
The sold cost, however, is used as a basis for computing the margin 
of profit or loss on the sale of the beef, for the current information of 
the executives. This margin of profit or loss is the important factor in
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guiding current beef transactions. It is figured by comparing the aver­
age sold cost plus freight (which includes branch house shrink and dis­
tribution expenses), with the average gross sale price reported by the 
sales agency, the difference being the indicated gain or loss per cwt.
This information is available as soon as the sales agency com­
pletes the sale of the shipment, and margins of profit or loss can be 
computed daily. These margins are of great importance in following 
the course of the business, as the final account sales reported by the 
branch house are usually not adjusted on the books for some time after 
the actual transaction. This margin is the means of following the cur­
rent transactions day by day.
In carrying out the example it was assumed that 30 head of good 
cattle weighing 20,060 lbs., were consigned to a selling agency. The 
plant cost of this lot of beef was $22.98 per cwt. The computing of the 
sold cost, the invoicing, and the figuring of the margins and selling ad­
justments are each taken up in order.
Sold Cost on Consignment to Selling Agency—
The carcasses shipped on consignment to the selling agency were 
charged to the dressed beef department at the plant cost of $22.98 per 
cwt. as figured above. It is necessary at this point to make additions 
to this plant cost, to arrive at the sold cost of this shipment which 
might be:
Per Cwt.
(1) Dressed beef department expenses, covering supplies, loading, icing,
selling expense and general administrative expenses; assume. . . .  $ .46
(2) Branch house selling expense; assume........................................................ 1.00
(3) Amount to cover branch house shrinkage; assume..................................... 23
(4) Amount to cover branch house claims; assume.................................................02
Total to be added to plant cost on branch house shipment......... ... $1.71
The sold cost of this shipment, after making the addition of $1.71 
per cwt., as above, will therefore be $24.69 per cwt.
Invoicing—
As the shipment goes forward the plant will prepare a memoran­
dum invoice, which will be the basis of the charge to the consignment 
account. This invoice is based on the plant cost, but should include
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the expenses of the dressed beef department and the branch house 
claim item. The branch house expense and branch house shrinkage 
are not included in the invoicing basis for the reason that these will 
be accounted for by the branch house in making out their account 
sales.
The invoicing of this shipment of beef will be as follows:
Plant cost of lot.................................................................................... $22.98 per cwt.
Add:—
Dressed Beef Department Expense..................................................... 46 per cwt.
Branch House Claims, loss..................................................................02 per cwt.
Basis for invoicing ............................................................................. .$23.46 per cwt.
The shipment will therefore be billed out as follows:
20,060 pounds dressed beef at $23.46 per cwt................................................ $4,706.08
Margin Figuring—
Assume that this beef was sold out at the branch house at an 
average of $26 per cwt. Immediately upon closing out the car this 
average gross sale price will be reported to the plant or general office, 
and the margins upon this shipment would be computed in the follow­
ing manner:
Sold cost as above.................................................................................. $24.69 per cwt.
Add Freight...........................................................................................  1.00 per cwt.
Sold Delivered Cost ............................................................................. $25.69 per cwt.
Average gross selling price..................................................................$26.00 Per Cwt.
Margin, gain ......................................................................................... $ .31 per cwt.
These margins can be readily computed upon each shipment im­
mediately upon advice from the branch house of the average gross 
selling price. Each shipment can be figured separately, and the 
margin of profit or loss on each determined. Statistics accumulating 
the shipments and margins can be kept, so that the margins of ship­
ments for the current week, the current month and for the year to 
date will be readily available.
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Account Sales and Adjustments—
When this shipment has been sold out at the branch house or sales 
agency, an account sales will be prepared and rendered to the plant or 
general office. The difference between the net proceeds shown on the 
account sales and the invoice amount shown on the memorandum bill 
issued by the plant is the profit or loss, which is to he adjusted back 
to the dressed beef department. The account sales rendered by the 
Branch House on this shipment would show the following:
Sold 19,860 pounds of beef, average gross selling price, $26.00 per cwt.,
to ta l............................................................................................................$5,163.60
Deduct freight paid ........................................................................... $200.60
Expenses of sales agency of $1.00 per cwt. on weight sold .. . .  198.60
Total Deductions ........................................................................................$ 399.20
Net Proceeds to be credited and remitted to the plant by the branch house
or selling agency...................................................................................... .$4,761.40
When this account sales is received at the plant or general office 
it will he compared with the memorandum bill rendered previously, 
and the profit or loss adjustment transferred to the dressed beef de­
partment. The net adjustment would he computed as follows:
Weight Amount
Net proceeds as credited by branch house........................Lbs. 19,860 $4,764.40
Shipment as billed by the Plant......................................... Lbs. 20,060 4,706.08
Shrinkage ......................................................................Lbs. 200
Profit to be credited to the plant dressed beef dept........................................$ 58.32
Average, per cwt....................................................................................... .$ ,29
This $58.32 profit is transferred back to the dressed beef depart­
ment of the plant by charging the consignment account and crediting 
the dressed beef department with that sum. The effect of this entry 
is the same as though the original memorandum invoice entry 
had been reversed and a new entry recorded for the full net proceeds 
realized. Making the adjusted entry of the profit is more practical 
than reversing the original memorandum invoice and substituting the 
adjustment values in the form of a new entry.
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Differences Between Margins and Adjustments—
It will be noted that the margin indicated above was $0.31 per 
cwt., and that the final adjustment to the plant figured $0.29 per cwt. 
This difference of $0.02 per cwt. occurs because of the following:
(1) Branch House Shrinkage, figured in sold cost above, 20,060 lbs., at
$.23 per cwt.............................................................................................$ 46.14
Actual Branch House Shrinkage was 200 lbs. at $26.00 per cwt............. 52.00
Branch House Shrinkage underestimated in sold cost by....................... $ 5.86
(2) Branch House expenses, figured in sold cost above, at $1.00 per cwt. on
20,060 lbs..................................................................................................$200.60
Expenses actually deducted at Branch House 19,860 lbs. at $1.00 per
cwt............................................................................................................  198.60
Branch House expenses overestimated in figuring sold cost......... . ..$  2.00
The net of these two items, $3.86, figures out about $0.0193 per 
hundred on the weight shipped and practically accounts for the above 
difference between the margin and the final adjustment.
It is recognized that there will always be some difference between 
the margins computed and the actual adjustments shown because of 
these factors. The branch house shrinkage of course has to be esti­
mated on the basis of experience in order that the sold cost may be 
figured at the time shipment is made. The actual shrinkage on indi­
vidual cars varies and is not known until the branch house renders its 
account sales.
The selling expenses must also be computed on the basis of weight 
shipped in figuring the sold cost, as the actual expenses will not be 
known until the account sales is rendered by the Branch House. The 
variation, however, between the margins figured and the actual adjust­
ment received will be so very small because of these factors that the 
difference can be overlooked. They should be found substantially 
correct and satisfactory for all practical purposes.
Direct Sale to Customer—
For sales made direct to customer from the dressed beef depart­
ment, credit should be given direct to that department. In figuring
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the margins on these direct sales it is necessary however to make cer­
tain additions to the plant cost, as in the case of shipments to the 
selling agency. These additions are intended to cover the expenses 
of the dressed beef department, together with the direct selling ex­
penses and claims. The additions to be made in the example at hand 
might be as follows:
Per Cwt.
(1) Dressed beef department expenses, covering clothing, loading, icing,
selling, and general administrative expenses; assume...................... $ .75
(2) Direct shipment selling expenses: incurred on direct sales, and corre­
sponds to the branch house selling expense on shipment to branch 
house above; assume.....................................................................................85
(3) Amount to cover claims; assume........................................................................ 05
Total to be added to the direct shipment........................................... . $1.65
The plant cost of the dressed beef in the example given was $22.98 
per cwt. Adding $1.65 per cwt. above would make the sold cost of this 
beef $24.63 per cwt.
The margin on this beef would be figured by adding the freight 
to this sold cost and deducting the sum of the two from the selling 
price. In carrying out the example, assume that the 8½ head were 
sold delivered at $26 per cwt. The margin would be figured in the
following manner:
Plant cost of dressed beef....................................................................$22.98 per cwt.
Additions to cover shipping, commercial and administrative ex­
penses .............................................................................................  1.65 “ “
Total sold cost ................................................................................$24.63 “ “
Add freight.............................................................................................. 1.00 “ “
Sold delivered cost ............................................................................... $25.63 “ “
Selling price .......................................................................................... 26.00 “ “
Margin indicated, gain ................................................................  $ .37 “ “
It should be noted that the expenses added in arriving at the sold 
cost of this beef are different from the expenses added to arrive at the 
sold cost of shipments to selling agencies. These additions which are 
made to the plant cost for branch house consignments and for direct 
sales should be determined by careful analysis of the expenses charged
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to the beef department, dividing them as between the expenses in­
curred on branch house shipments and those incurred on direct ship­
ments.
These amounts added to the plant cost should he reviewed from 
period to period and carefully checked, as any errors appearing in 
either of them will tend to make a difference between the margin com­
puted and the results actually realized as shown by the dressed beef 
department. The margins and the results of the dressed beef depart­
ment should be compared periodically and any important differences 
investigated.
Contract Sales Requiring Specified Trimming—
On sales under contracts which require specified trimming, it is 
necessary to figure still another addition to the plant cost in order to 
arrive at the sold cost, to cover the cost of the specified trimming. 
Using the above 8½ head direct sale as an example the additional cost 
of the trimming for delivery on contract calling for the removal of 
kidney and kidney fats, fore and hind shanks, necks, hanging tender­
loins, skirts and miscellaneous fat, would be figured as follows:
Untrimmed chilled beef, 8½ head, 5,687 lbs., at $24.63 per cwt. 
$1,400.71.
Untrimmed chilled beef, 8% head, 5,687 lbs., at $24.63 per cwt................ $1,400.71
Deduct Trimmings:—
Weight Market Value Amount
Kidney and Kidney Pat.............. . . .  73.9 $.19¼ lb. $14.23
Pore Shanks .............................. . . .  31.5 .02 “ .63
Hind Shanks .............................. . . .  59.5 .02 “ 1.19
Necks ........................................... ....168.3 .11 18.51
Hanging Tenderloins ................ . . . .  3.4  07½ " .26
Skirts ........................................... ............ 8 .04½ " .03
Pat ............................................... . . . .  1.7 .02 " .03
Total Trimmings ................ ....339.1 $34.88
34.88
Weight of trimmed beef, 5,348 lbs.
Cost of trimmed b e e f ......................... .............. $1,385.63
Add cost of trimming ...................... 2.84
$1,368.67
$ 25.60
Total cost ...............................................
Average cost of trimmed beef, per cwt
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The figuring of the cost of the trimmed beef should be based upon 
the sold cost of the chilled untrimmed beef, for the reason that the 
shipping commercial and administrative expenses to be added are com­
puted on the basis of shipments of untrimmed beef, and to figure the 
cost of trimming on the plant cost, adding shipping and commercial 
expenses on the weight of the trimmed beef, would be an understate­
ment of the actual cost.
The cost of this 8½ head is figured out in detail in the manner 
of a test. For operating purposes a test on the various weights of 
cattle should be made and the average cost of trimming for the various 
grades determined. This average figure can then be taken into con­
sideration in making bids on contracts and may be added in figuring 
margins. It is not necessary to figure out the cost of trimming each 
and every contract shipment but the cost figures to be used should be 
reviewed frequently and revised in order that they may represent 
actual operating and market conditions. Separate tests should be 
made for each specified manner of trimming.
The margins on contract beef should be figured on the sold, 
trimmed cost, which, in the above case, was $25.60 per cwt. If sold de­
livered, the freight should be added to this price before computing the 
margin.
Clothing Beef—
The expenses of wrapping or clothing any dressed beef shipment 
should be carefully considered. These expenses should be charged to 
the dressed beef department and the average cost of clothing should be 
taken into consideration in figuring the amount to be added to the plant 
cost in order to arrive at the sold cost as indicated above. As the 
proposition of beef sold clothed will vary from time to time and as the 
expenses of clothing will vary from period to period, it is necessary 
that frequent tests and careful analysis be made in order that the costs 
may not be underestimated and margins overstated by overlooking the 
real cost of clothing beef shipments.
Transfers to Cutting Department—
On beef transferred from the dressed beef department to the beef 
cutting department or to the freezer, the transfer basis used should
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be the plant cost of such carcasses transferred. A differential to cover 
additional expenses in the dressed beef department may be added if 
necessary. The above example assumed the transfer of ½ head of 
undergrade beef, weighing 340 lbs., to the beef cutting department. The 
plant cost of this beef was $18.35 per cwt.
In some cases trimming may be required on carcasses transferred 
to the freezer for freezing or storage. In such circumstances an addi­
tion should be made to the plant cost to cover the expense of trimming, 
in order that the beef will move from the dressed beef department to 
the freezer at its full cost.
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PA RT III 
EXPENSES
As the subject of the classification and distribution of expenses 
is to be treated in a separate pamphlet or book, no attempt will be made 
to go into the subject in detail at this point. It is proposed here to 
treat of expenses only by way of explaining the cattle cost figuring. 
Because of the fact that in most cases the operations at a plant will 
include many departments other than the cattle business, it is thought 
best to devote a separate part of the work to the classification and dis­
tribution of expenses.
The cattle business may be divided roughly into the following 
sections:
Killing Operations 
Dressed Beef Department 
Frozen Beef Department 
By-Products Department
Cutting and Curing Department and Frozen Beef Cuts.
A more complete explanation of the expenses to be charged against 
the various departments will be found in those sections devoted to the 
departmentization of the cattle business. In cost and margin figuring 
we are interested in the expenses which are chargeable to the cattle 
killing and dressing department, the dressed beef department and the 
by-products departments.
As explained before, the cattle killing department is an internal 
operating department, which begins with buying of live cattle and ends 
with the chilled dressed beef on the rail in the cooler ready to be 
moved. It should be charged with all of the expenses of killing, dress­
ing and chilling meat, and transferring the raw or unprocessed by­
products to their respective departments.
The dressed beef department begins with the chilled dressed car­
casses on the rail in the cooler ready to move, and handles the disposi­
tion of all such beef to selling agencies and customers and to other 
departments in the plant.
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The by-products departments in the cattle section receive the raw 
by-products from the killing floor and handle the processing and pre­
paring them for the market or the transfer to other operating depart­
ments. The expenses of processing or preparing these by-products 
for market all should be taken into consideration in valuing the vari­
ous raw by-products.
The expenses of these three sections of the business should be 
taken into consideration in figuring the costs, and the following de­
scription of the expenses to be charged against each one of the sec­
tions is submitted only as a tentative and general outline of the ex­
penses which should be included. It is not intended that this should 
be taken as a classification of accounts. Both the classification of 
these expenses and their distribution over the several sections of the 
business and over the departments within each section will be treated 
fully in a separate part of the work under the heading of expenses.
Killing and Dressing Department—
The expenses of the killing and dressing department should in­
clude all expenses incurred in buying and in the slaughter and dress­
ing operations to the time the chilled, dressed carcasses in the cooler 
are moved and the delivery of the raw by-products to the by-products 
department. These expenses should all be accumulated in separate or 
subsidiary expense accounts and charged against the killing and 
dressing department.
In figuring costs the expenses used should be the average expense 
per cwt. dressed, as based upon the experience of the past accounting 
period or the past two or three periods. In some cases it may be 
necessary to vary the expense per cwt. used in cost figuring even 
within the period, because of the changes in volume or changes in other 
operating conditions.
The expense figures used in computing costs should, however, rep­
resent as nearly as possible the average expense per cwt. dressed of 
the current period. At the close of the period, by summarizing the 
cost sheets the total expenses absorbed in figuring costs of all of the 
lots may be determined. These total expenses absorbed in figuring 
costs should be compared with the total expenses charged against the 
killing and dressing account in the general books for the period. Any
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differences between the expenses taken up on the general books in the 
period and the expenses absorbed in cost figuring will be represented 
in the difference between the total dressed costs of the carcasses as 
per cost sheets and the total costs of the carcasses as indicated by the 
general accounts. As previously explained, this balance should be 
transferred from the killing and dressing department to the dressed 
beef department. Among the expenses chargeable to the killing and 
dressing department will be the following:
Expense Account
Supplies (direct)
Supplies (indirect)
Labor
(This includes all labor in the killing 
and dressing operations from the pen­
ning of cattle at the slaughter-house to 
and including the delivery of the dressed 
beef to the cooler and the handling 
therein and the delivery of by-products 
to their respective departments.) 
Employer’s liability insurance 
Power 
Heat 
Light 
Water
Refrigeration
(the refrigeration charge to the killing 
and dressing department should include 
all the expenses of refrigerating the beef 
coolers.)
Teaming and drayage
Laundry
Superintendence
(this should include a proportion of all 
costs and expenses of the superintend­
ent’s staff and maintaining the superin­
tendent’s office.)
General plant expense
Insurance on stocks
Taxes on personal property
Repairs
Depreciation
Insurance and taxes on land, buildings and 
machinery
Protection (fire, police and watchman’s ser­
vices)
Live stock buying expense
(killing * and dressing departments 
should be charged with all expenses in­
curred in the buying of live cattle, cattle 
buyers’ commissions and expenses, and 
cattle buyers’ office expenses.)
Basis for Charge to Dept.
Direct charge 
Distributive charge 
Direct charge
Based on payroll
Services rendered or distributive charge 
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Services rendered or distributive charge 
Do.
On basis of plant payroll
Distributive
Based on value of stocks 
Based on investment 
Direct charge 
Based on investment 
Based on investment
Based on investment
Direct charge
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Dressed Beef Department—
Expenses to be charged against the dressed beef department should 
include all expenses incurred in loading and shipping the product 
or transferring to other departments of the plant. It will include the 
clothing or wrapping of the product when shipped wrapped, the 
cleaning, icing, loading and switching of cars, and all loading dock 
expenses, and all selling, advertising and general administrative 
expense charged against the carcasses of beef sold. Carcasses trans­
ferred to other departments of the plant will be moved from this 
department at plant cost at which they came into it, except as addi­
tional costs might be incurred, as for trimming, etc. No loading, 
shipping, selling, advertising or administrative expenses should be 
allocated against such transfers.
Charges representing all of the following expenses should be 
allocated against this dressed beef department. This is meant not 
as a classification but merely as an outline to indicate the character 
of the expenses to be charged.
Expense Account
Supplies (direct)
Supplies (indirect)
Labor
Employers’ liability 
Icing
Light
Teaming and drayage
Laundry
Superintendence
(This should include a proportion of all 
the costs and expenses of the superin­
tendent’s staff and of maintaining the 
superintendent’s office.)
General Plant Expense 
Insurance on Stocks 
Taxes on personal property 
Repairs 
Depreciation
Insurance and taxes on land, buildings and 
machinery
Protection (fire, police, and watchmen’s ser­
vices)
Selling Expenses )
General Administrative Expense) 
Advertising Expense
Basis for Charge to Dept
Direct charge 
Distributive charge 
Direct charge 
Based on payroll
Distributed to department on basis of 
volume shipped
Services rendered or distributive charge 
Do.
Do.
On basis of plant payroll
Distributive
Based on value of stocks 
Based on investment 
Direct charge 
Based on investment
Do.
Do.
Distributive
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The overhead selling advertising and general administrative
expenses should he charged against this dressed beef department on
the basis of the volume sold or shipped. No charge of this character 
should be placed against this department for volume transferred to 
other departments as this would result in a double charge, these 
products being assessed their proportion of the general expenses when 
disposed of finally from some other department.
In arriving at the differential to be added to the plant cost in 
figuring margins and adjustments all of these expenses should be 
considered. The per unit expense, however, should be figured on the 
basis of the volume shipped, transfers excluded, as these expenses
are not applicable to transfers. The differentials to be used in
figuring margins and adjustments to arrive at the transfer basis 
should be frequently checked by tests.
By-Products Departments—
As each by-product department has to be handled upon an inde­
pendent operating basis it should be charged with its fair proportion 
of all plant expenses applicable to it. Its supplies and labor will be 
largely direct charges. Distributive charges should be made for all 
other operating, plant, superintendence, selling and administrative 
expenses.
The method of applying these expenses in cost figuring is covered 
in the explanation of the computation of the values of the various 
by-products.
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PART IV
DETERMINING BY-PRODUCT VALUES TO BE USED IN COST
FIGURING
In previous chapters the method of figuring dressed beef costs 
has been outlined. It is proposed to treat in this chapter of the manner 
in which the values of by-products are determined for use in figuring 
the above costs.
In ordinary circumstances the by-product values to he used in 
cattle cost figuring are made up in the form of a schedule. This 
schedule is subject to weekly revision or change and in some cases 
must be reviewed or changed even more often. It is upon the basis of 
this schedule that the cost clerk computes the dressed cost of the various 
lots of cattle.
The making up of this cost schedule and determining the values 
of by-products and the amount of expenses to be used, is the work of 
the cost accountant, and is probably the most important task in the 
whole accounting of the cattle business. The cost figuring in the 
previous chapter was explained by figuring the cost of a representa­
tive lot of cattle as an example. In this chapter many examples are 
used to explain the methods of determining values of by-products, 
and in all cases they support the by-product values of the previous 
chapter.
The by-product values in the example in the preceding chapter
were as follows:
For Hides ..............................................................................$598.12
For Raw Fats ...................................................................... 145.66
For all other By-Products....................................................  206.58
Total ..............................................................................$950.36
The method of determining values for each of these will be taken 
up in separate sections hereafter in that order.
Hides—
As hides are taken off the animals on the killing floor they are 
usually first inspected for cuts and scores. They will then be passed 
from the killing floor to the hide cellar, usually by being dropped 
down a chute. As they come into the hide cellar at the foot of the 
chute the switches are cut off and the green put down weights of the 
hides taken. These are the scale weights for all the hides of each grade 
from each lot. The weight must be kept separate in order to figure lot 
costs. The weights and grading taken here form the basis of the hide 
stock record.
After grading and weighing, the hides are salted down in packs 
for curing. Where the volume of operations warrants it the various 
grades are piled into separate packs. Where the volume of slaughter 
is small it may be advisable to pile all grades into one pack. These 
may then be regraded as taken up for sale, and in some instances may 
be sold irrespective of grade.
The weights of the hides taken as they come into the cellar will 
of course include a great deal of moisture as they have come directly 
from the killing floor. A moisture allowance may be made from the 
actual scale weights as taken. This allowance is to cover the water on 
the hides in excess of the natural animal moisture, and usually ranges 
from one to five pounds per hide, depending upon the condition of the 
killing floor and the size of the hides. This is the fixed allowance 
spoken of in the previous chapter.
Stock records of hides on hand should be kept, showing the num­
ber of hides of each grade put down in each pack daily. They should 
also show the green weight less the manure allowance and the fixed 
moisture allowance of these hides. This weight is used in stock rec­
ords for the purpose of figuring shrinkages on each pack as it is taken 
up and shipped and also as a basis for inventories.
The number of pieces, the grade and weight of the hides from 
each lot of cattle reported to the cost figuring clerk hourly or as fre­
quently as desired, special care being taken to keep the lots and grades 
entirely separate. These are weights of the green hides used in the 
cost figuring sheet in the example in the preceding chapter.
The values of these hides as used in cost figuring are at once
a credit to the cattle department and a charge to the hide department. 
They are determined on the basis of the current net market values 
for cured hides of the respective grades.
The current market price for cured hides is the price at which 
trades are being made. In order to find the value of the green hides 
from the value of the cured hides it is necessary to allow for the 
shrinkage in curing, the expenses of curing, carrying and shipping 
and the decrease in value because of cutting and scoring hides on the 
killing floor.
The trade grading of cured hides is as follows:
Free-of-brand Steers: spready, heavy, light, extra light:
Butt branded steers: Heavy, light, extra light
Colorado Steers: “ “ “ “
Texas Steers: “ “ “ “
Free-of-brand Cows: Heavy and Light 
Branded Cows:
Free-of-brand Bulls:
Branded Bulls.
In the cost figuring example of the previous chapter the hides 
produced were F.O.B. steers, heavy and light. Assuming that the 
market value at this time for cured heavy F.O.B. steer hides was 
$.28 per lb. and for light F. O. B. steer hides $.27 per lb., the computa­
tions to arrive at the value of the green hides would he as follows:
Use as a Basis—Green Weight o f...................................100 Lbs.
Deduct: Average Curing Shrink for this Grade—17.4%
o r ................................................................................. 17.4 Lbs.
Cured Weight ............................................................82.6 Lbs.
Market Price cured heavy F. O. B. steer hides.................................................. $28.00
Deduct allowance for grubs if necessary (None for this example)................ ...........
Deduct allowance for cuts, scores, etc., as determined by tests........................... 03
Gross Value—Cured Hides ......................................................................... $27.97
Equivalent value for the greed hides, which is 82.6% of the cured price.. . .  $23.10
Deduct average curing expense per cwt. green, as based upon the experience
of previous period..........................................................................................$ 1.50
Basis value green heavy F. O. B. Steer Hides for cost figuring purposes. $21.60
The percentage of shrink shown in this example is not to he taken 
as representative, because of the large variation in the shrinkage in 
curing of hides taken off at different seasons of the year. The shrink-
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age to be used by each packer will have to be determined by tests made 
at each plant, because of the influence of hide cellar conditions and 
other local factors.  
The differential in the market price of cured light hides at this 
time was $1.00 per cwt. under the price for heavy hides of the same 
grade.
This differential between the values of the light and heavy hides 
of the same grade may vary from time to time with the market con­
ditions, but the figuring of the costs for the various grades, heavy 
light and extra light, is always handled in the same manner. The 
more readily available market quotations are usually those for the 
heavy hides and the value of heavy hides is usually figured as the 
basis and the differential applied to arrive at values for the light and 
extra light hides.
Figuring of the values to be used for light F.O.B. steer hides 
in the foregoing example would be as follows:
Green value per cwt., heavy F. O. B. Steer Hides, as above.............................$21.60
Deduct: The differential in the cured market value is $1.00, which is re­
duced to a basis green by applying the average percentage of yield,
82.6% to it. The differential to be deducted will therefore be.............$ .83
Value of green light F. O. B. steer hides to be used in cost figuring.. . . $20.77
Differentials between the values of heavy hides and extra light 
hides will be figured in a similar manner.
The computation of the values of the various grades of hides used 
in cost figuring should be worked out periodically in the cost account­
ing department. These values should be set up in the form of a table 
or schedule for the use of the cost clerk, so that as the informations of 
the weight and grades of the hides from the various lots comes to his 
desk from the hide scale, he may readily compute the values to be used 
in his cost figuring.
Fats—Edible—
Oil house fats include all fats which may be used in the manufac­
ture of edible product. In cost figuring it is customary, and because 
of operating conditions usually convenient, to keep a record of these 
fats as produced and transferred to the oil house department. As
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the fats produced by the various grades of animals will differ widely, 
both in the weight of the raw fat, yield and quality of the oil, it is 
usually advisable to recognize these differences in figuring the costs 
of the respective grades of animals. This necessitates keeping the 
weights of the total fats of each lot of animals separately and com­
puting the values for each lot. With ordinary operations it is a 
relatively simple matter to weigh up the caul and ruffle fats from 
each lot of animals separately, making proper allowance for moisture 
if necessary. The other oil house fats such as gut fats, casing machine 
fats, lye fats, tongue fats, brisket fats, heart fats, etc., cannot readily he 
kept separate by lots of cattle killed. The relation of the weight of these 
other fats to the weight of caul and ruffle fats out of any particular 
grade of animals is usually fairly uniform; therefore the weight of 
these other fats may he estimated as a certain percentage of the weight 
of the caul and ruffle fats of the lot as scaled on the killing floor.
The percentages to be used in determining the amount of other 
fats from each lot must be based upon experience as shown by tests. 
As the practice of the various companies or plants as to what fats 
are saved for the oil house will vary, it is necessary that each plant 
make its own tests as the basis for determining these other fat weights.
These fats, as rendered in the oil house, will produce various 
grades of oleo oil, stearine and tallow. In order to arrive at the value 
of the raw fats, it is necessary to know from tests the amount of each 
one of these various products which will be produced from representa­
tive fats. Knowing the amount of the rendered products to be pro­
duced, the current market price for such rendered products may be 
applied and the gross value of the fats in their raw state computed. 
From this gross value it is then necessary to deduct the expenses of 
rendering, which gives the present value of the raw fats. The com­
putation of the raw value would be made in the following manner, 
using 100 pounds of raw fats as the basis:
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Basis—100 Pounds Raw Fat 
Yield Determined by Tests: % Pounds
Current 
Price Per 
Pound Value
Number “1” Oleo O i l ...................... ...........39.3 39.3 .14 $5.50
Number “2” Oleo Oil ..................... ...........  4.7 4.7 .13 .61
Number “3” Oleo O il ..................... ........... 1.9 1.9 .11 .21
Number “1” Oleo Stearine ........... ...........21.3 21.3 .09½ 2.02
Number “2” Oleo Stearine ........... ................7 .7 .09¼ .06
A Tallow ......................................... .................8 .8 .09½ .08
Total ......................................... 68.7 $8.48
Deduct Expense of Rendering, Per Cwt. of all products produced .$3.10
Reduce to Raw Basis by applying Yield Figure to it, 68.7% o f................ $3.10
 $2.13
Net value of 100 Pounds Raw Fats...............................................................$6.35
In the example of cost figuring presented in the previous section 
the weight of the caul and ruffle fats from the lot of cattle was 1,550 
lbs., and that all other oil house fats weighed, as determined on the 
basis of tests, 48 per cent of that amount, or 744 lbs., making a total 
of the fats to be valued, 2,294 lbs. This weight of fats, at $6.35 per 
cwt., as per the foregoing schedule, will be found to he worth $145.66, 
as used in the example given above.
All Other By-Products—
All other by-products may be grouped together in figuring costs 
as has been done in the figuring of the sample lot in the previous 
chapter. This method of grouping all these by-products other than 
oil house fats and hides, together into one cost figuring unit is usually 
followed for the reason that these other by-products in most cases can 
not be kept separately by lots, and can be handled in one group quite 
satisfactorily.
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In the previous example all these other by-products taken as a 
group were valued at $.46 per cwt. live weight. This was made up as
follows:
Tongues .......................................................................... 12.2 cents
Small Products (Offal)....................................................22.9 “
Casings ............................................................................00.0 “
Switches ........................................................................... 0.3 “
Tank Stock .....................................................................  3.0 “
Heads ...............................................................................  0.7 “
Feet ...................................................................................  1.7 “
Tripe ................................................................................  1.1 “
Blood ................................................................................  4.0 “
T ota l......................................................................... 45.9 cents
The above includes every product out of the live cattle other than 
dressed beef, hides and oil house fats. The method of valuing each 
one of these other by-products is taken up separately in the sections 
following in the order in which they are given above.
Tongues—
The tongues as removed from the animal in the dressing opera­
tion are transferred to the small products department or to the 
tongue department if carried separately. In this condition they are 
known as untrimmed tongues, having the gullet attached.
In the tongues or small products department these tongues are 
trimmed, packed and shipped or transferred to other departments. 
Curing tongues may also be handled in this same department. Trim­
mings produced are transferred either to the sausage department or 
the tank house, dependent upon whether or not they are edible.
The values of tongues used in figuring beef costs and charging 
the tongue department are based on the current market value of the 
product. The production may be the actual weight of the chilled 
untrimmed tongues or may be computed on the basis of the cwt. of 
live animals slaughtered, using test yields. The method followed will 
depend on plant operating conditions.
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In the example test production weights have been used. Assuming 
market prices for the various items, the value of the untrimmed 
tongues would be computed as follows:
Weight of Finished 
Tongue Products per 
1,000 pounds alive
Current 
Market 
Price 
Per Cwt.
Value 
Per 1,000 
Lbs. Alive
Trimmed Tongues ....................... .........4.25 Lbs. $28.95 $1.2304
Tongue Trimmings ...................... ............ 83 Lbs. 6.00 .0498
Tongue Fat .................................. .........1.22 Lbs. 3.375 .0412
Tongue Gullets ............................. 1.00 .0076
Total Gross Value .............. .........7.06 Lbs. $1.3290
Less Expense ............................... Per Cwt. .1080
Net Value of Tongues—Per. $1.2210
which is $0.122 per 100 lbs. live weight as figured in the example.
Small Products—
Small products should include all edible offal, such as livers, 
hearts, sweetbreads, cheek meet, head meat, lips, brains, etc., and 
any glands saved. These are usually handled in a separate small 
products of offal department and are charged to it from the killing 
and dressing department at the values used in cost figuring. The 
values of these products for cost figuring purposes may be based upon 
the present market value of the yield of such products per 1,000 
pounds of live weight as arrived at by tests. In valuing these products 
allowance must be made for the expense of handling and dispos­
ing of them as well as for condemnations.
The expense of operating the department should include all 
expenses incurred in the handling of these products after delivery 
by the killing and dressing department—hanging, chilling, grading, 
packing, selling and shipping; also expense of freezing in case some 
of the product is frozen.
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In the cost figuring example given, small products were valued as 
stated above at 22.9c per cwt. alive. The computation in making up 
the schedule in this instance was as follows:
Gross Chilled Less %
Weights Condemned Net Weight Current 
Per 1,000 as Per 1,000 Market
Product Lbs. Alive Per Tests Lbs. Alive Price Amount
Livers ............................10.61 5% 10.08 13 c $1.3104
Hearts ...........................  3.47 1% 3.44 6⅜ c .2193
Tails ............................... 1. 1% .99 10 c .0990
Sweetbreads........................ 40 1% .40 55½c .2220
Head Meats ....................... 88 1% .87 10 c .0870
Cheek Meat ..................  3.29 1% 3.26 10 c .3260
Ear Glands.......................... 36 1% .36 4⅜ c .0158
Oxlips ................................ 80 — .80 4⅞c   .0390
Brains ................................ 75 — .75 10½c .0788
Totals ....................21.56 —% 20.95 ------c $2.3973
Deduct for Expenses 20.95 pounds at 50 cents per cwt.........................................1047
Net Market Value per 1,000 pounds live weight......................................$2.2926
or net value raw of $.229 per 100 lbs. live weight as above.
Casings—
The operations of the casing department begin with the receipt 
of the cleaned casings from the fatting bench of the killing and dress­
ing department, and include the
Slimming,
Grading,
Salting,
Packing and
Shipping or Transferring.
The casing department sometimes may include the handling of 
sheep casing as well as beef casings, and in some instances hog casings 
also. Where the casing department is handled in this manner it is 
important that full value be given the sheep or hog departments for 
the casings transferred from them. The items included under beef 
casings are rounds, middles, bungs, weasands, and bladders.
The value of the casings to be used in cost figuring is based upon 
the market price for processed casings, and is computed by deducting
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from the market price of processed casings the expense of processing, 
and applying the raw price so determined to the proportion of casings 
saved. Where the casings are not saved they should be included in 
the tallow pressure stock going to the tank.
In the example of cost-figuring given above the expense of pro­
cessing casings was equivalent to the value of the processed casings 
at the time; hence no value was allowed for casings in the foregoing 
example.
Switches—
Switches are handled in the hide department. They are usually 
cut off from the hides before weighing immediately upon their receipt 
in the hide cellar. As they are salted down in the hide cellar, entries 
should he made in the stock record to show the number put down. 
Shipments should be recorded as made, and the balance per stock 
books should he verified as lots are sold out.
In the example of cost figuring given, the switches were valued 
at $.003 per 100 pounds live weight. This was based upon the market 
value at the time of $.03 per piece. As the animals weighed on the 
average 1,164 lbs. each. The value of the switches would be approxi­
mately $.003 per 100 lbs. live weight. No expense is figured in valuing 
switches.
Tank Stock—
Under the head of tank stock is included all of the animal products 
coming from the cattle killing and dressing department which are 
rendered in the tanks. Among the various products would be included 
the following:
Skirts
Spines
Deaf Bars when tanked
Pluck trimmings (plucks minus heart, livers, lungs, fat)
Sweetbreads, all kinds not saved,
Heart trimmings 
Lips not saved 
Tails not saved
Tripe trimmings, from tripe trimmed in tripe department
Warm tongue trimmings
Rennets
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Aorta
Small fat from sewers 
Bruises
Throat trimmings 
Neck veins 
Liver trimmings 
Gall bags 
Pecks 
Windpipe
Pancreas Gland taken from Gut Fat when Ruffle is pulled
Bladder trimmings
Slunks
Small Gut from Bung 
Stern End 
Casings not saved 
Lungs, when not saved 
Melts, when not saved 
Paunches, when not saved 
Livers, when not saved 
Udders, when not saved
All condemned offal, guts and fats,—but not condemned heads, feet or car­
casses
Fat end and casing ends shall be tanked (these are the property of the casing 
department)
Pizzles if not saved with sinews
The values of these products are computed on the basis of the 
present market value of the rendered products per thousand pounds 
of live cattle killed. The amount of rendered products per thousand 
pounds of live weight should he determined by a series of tests showing 
the approximate yield of tallow, fertilizer per 1,000 pounds alive on 
representative lots. To these yields may be applied the current market 
price for such products and the current value of such tank pressure 
stock computed for cost figuring purposes.
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The computations in arriving at the $.03 per cwt. alive value used 
in the cost figuring example above were as follows:
Product
Weight of Rendered 
Product Per 1,000 
Pounds Alive
Current 
Market 
Price Per 
1,000 Lbs.
Value 
Per 1,000 
Lbs. Alive
No. 1 Tallow ............................................ 3,34 Lbs. $ .095 $ .3173
No. 2 Tallow.................................. ............... 94 Lbs. .065 .0611
Grease ......................................... ............  50 Lbs. .075 .0325
Total Gross Values............. .............4.78 Lbs. $ .4109
Less: Expenses ....................... .............4.78 Lbs. @$4.35 Per Cwt. .2079
Net Value Tallow Per 1,000 Lbs. Alive.............. . ....... $ .2030
Commercial Tankage .............. .............1.61 Lbs. @ 3.96 Per Cwt. $ .0637
(Commercial Moisture Basis)
Analysis:
10.9 Units Ammonia
3.0 Units Bone Phosphate
Less: Expenses ......................... .............1.61 Lbs. @ 1.25 Per Cwt. .0201
Net Value of Commercial Tankage................ ....... $ .0436
Concentrated Tankage ................ ............ 2.59 Lbs. @ 4.76 Per Cwt. $ .1233
(Commercial Moisture Basis)
15 Units Ammonia for Example
Less: Expenses ......................... .............2.59 Lbs. @ 2.65 Per Cwt. .0686
Net Value of Concentrated Tankage............ ....... $ .0547
NET VALUE PRESSURE STOCK PER 1,000 POUNDS ALIVE... ....... $ .3013
or $.03 per 100 pounds live weight as figured in the cost figuring 
example.
Heads—
The cattle heads, after the brains are removed, are sent from the 
killing and dressing department to the tanks, where they are cooked to 
extract the tallow. The horns are removed before cooking and sent 
to the bone-house. After cooking, the cooked hones are also sent to 
the bone-house.
The values used in the example above for  cattle heads were 
computed on a basis of the current market value of the yield of ren­
dered tallow, tankage in the tank, and of mixed bones, horns and 
horn pith in the bone-house. The yields of these products per 1,000
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pounds of live cattle must be based on tests made on representative 
lots. The value of the raw products is found by deducting from the 
current value of the rendered or finished product the expenses of 
processing. The values for heads used in the cost-figuring example 
were arrived at as follows:
Weight of Rendered Value
Product Per 1,000 Current Per 1,000
Pounds Alive Market Price Lbs. Alive
No. 1 Tallow ................................ $9.50 Per Cwt. $ .0304
Other Tallow .............................. $7.50 Per Cwt. .0157
Gross Value Tallow......................
Less: Expenses....... ...................
..0.53 Lbs. 
..0.53 Lbs. $3.40 Per Cwt.
$ .0461 
$ .0180
NET VALUE OF TALLOW PER 1,000 POUNDS ALIVE.................. . . .  .$ .0281
Mixed Bones ............................... $2.50 Per Cwt. $ .0720
Horns ........................................... 10.20 Per Cwt. .0010
Horn Pith .................................... ..0.03 Lbs. 2.50 Per Cwt. .0010
Gross Bones and Horns . . . .  
Less: Expenses ...........................
..2.92 Lbs. 
..2.92 Lbs. $1.65 Per Cwt.
$ .0740 
$ .0482
NET VALUE BONES and HORNS, PER 1,000 POUNDS LIVE WEIGHT.$ .0258
Commercial Tankage.................. ..0.66 Lbs. $2.125 Per Cwt. $ .0140
(Commercial Moisture Basis) 
Analysis 5.5 Units Ammonia 
Less: Expenses ........................... ..0.66 Lbs. $1.25 Per Cwt. $ .0082
NET VALUE COMMERCIAL TANKAGE, PER 1,000 POUNDS ALIVE. .$ .0058
Concentrated Tankage ............. $5.67 Per Cwt. $ .0238
(Commercial Moisture Basis)
Analysis 16.8 Units Ammonia. 
Less: Expenses ......................... ...0.42 Lbs. $2.65 Per Cwt. $ .0101
NET VALUE CONCENTRATED TANKAGE, PER 1,000 POUNDS
ALIVE ........................... $ .0137
TOTAL VALUE PER 1,000 LBS. LIVE WEIGHT.................................... $ .0734
This is $.007 per cwt. alive as used in the cost figuring example,
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Feet—
Cattle feet, including the shins and hoofs, are sent to the bone- 
house from the cattle killing and dressing department. The bone- 
house pulls the hoofs from the feet, saw off the knuckles, takes off the 
sinews, and cooks the shins and knuckles for neatsfoot oil and tallow. 
The shin hones and hoofs are dried and graded for sale and sinews 
are salted for sale or transfer.
Values of these products are computed on the basis of the yield 
of finished product per 1,000 pounds of live weight at the current 
market value, less the expense of preparing and shipping. These 
yields should he determined by a series of tests on representative lots.
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The computation to obtain the values used in the foregoing ex­
ample of cost figuring were as follows:
Weight of Rendered Value
Product Per 1,000 Current Per 1,000
Product Pounds Alive Market Price Lbs. Alive
Commercial Tallow .................... .. .02 Lbs. $8.50 Per Cwt. $ .0017
A. Tallow .................................... .. .05 Lbs. 7.50 Per Cwt. .0037
Neatsfoot Oil .............................. 13.00 Per Cwt. .0793
Gross Value, Tallow and Oil .0847
Less: Expense, 68 Pounds at $3.40 per cwt....... .0231
NET VALUE TALLOW AND OIL, PER 1,000 POUNDS ALIVE.............. $ .0616
Heavy Round Shin Bones........... .. .47 Lbs. $6.25 Per Cwt. $ .0294
Light Round Shin Bones............. .. .19 Lbs. 5.00 Per Cwt. .0095
Heavy Flat Shin Bones.............. .. .37 Lbs. 5.00 Per Cwt. .0185
Light Flat Shin Bones................ .. .15 Lbs. 5.00 Per Cwt. .0075
Rejected Shin Bones .................. .. .01 Lbs. 5.00 Per Cwt. .0005
Knuckles Bones........................... ..2.06 Lbs. 2.50 Per Cwt. .0463
Striped Hoofs, D ried .................. 3.75 Per Cwt. .0515
Sinews ......................................... 2.00 Per Cwt. .0354
Gross Value, Bones, Hoofs, and Sinews....... . . . .$ .1985
Less: Expense, 6.27 Pounds at $1.65 Per Cwt....... .1035
NET VALUE BONES, HOOFS AND SINEWS, PER 1,000 POUNDS
ALIVE .................................. ..................................................................$ .0951
Commercial Tankage...........................14 Lbs. 2.3875 Per Cwt. $ .0033
(Commercial Moisture Basis)
Analysis 6.3 Units Ammonia.
36.4 Bone Phosphate.
Less: Expenses ..................................14 Lbs. 1.25 Per Cwt. .0017
NET VALUE COMMERCIAL TANKAGE, PER 1,000 ALIVE....................$ .0016
Concentrated Tankage ..................... 46 Lbs. $5.77 Per Cwt. $ .0265
(Commercial Moisture Basis)
Analysis 17.1 Units Ammonia.
Less: Expenses ..................................46 Lbs. 2.65 Per Cwt. .0122
NET VALUE CONCENTRATED TANKAGE, PER 1,000 POUNDS
ALIVE .................................................................................................... $ .0143
TOTAL VALUE PER 1,000 POUNDS LIVE WEIGHT......................................$ .1726
This is the $.017 per cwt. used in the example of cost figuring.
Tripe—
The operations in the handling of tripe begin with the receipt 
of the washed tripe from the cattle killing and dressing department. 
In the tripe department, if such is carried, otherwise in the small 
products department, the tripe is cleaned, cooked, packed and shipped 
or transferred.
The tripe department or small products department is charged 
with the raw value of the tripe as figured in the dressed beef costs. 
This raw value is usually the tank value of the tripe saved. The tank 
value of the tripe is based upon the current market value of the yield 
of tallow, and tankage per 1,000 pounds of live weight.
Charging the product to the tripe or small products department 
at tank value shows the advantage of saving and marketing tripe over 
putting the product into the tank. It is also the practicable method of 
valuing tripe, in that it would be very difficult to figure the raw value 
back from the present market value of the finished product, for the 
reason that it is impossible to tell how the proportion saved will grade 
out.
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The values for tripe in the foregoing example were figured as 
follows:
Weight of Rendered Current
Product from Tripe Market Value
Product Per 1,000 Lbs. of Price Per Per 1,000
Live Weight 1,000 Pounds Lbs. Alive
Tallow ................................... 95 lbs. $ .075 lbs. $ .0712
Less: Expenses ................... 95 lbs. @ 4.35 per cwt. .0413
NET VALUE TALLOW .0299
Commercial Tankage 1.13 lbs............  @  $4.93 per cwt. $ .0557
(Commercial Moisture Basis)
Analysis 13.5 Units Ammonia
7.4 Units Bone Phosphate.
Less: Expenses ............... 1.13 lbs. @ 1.25 per cwt. .0141
NET VALUE COMMERCIAL TANKAGE ...............................................$ .0416
Concentrated Tankage 
(Commercial Moisture
Basis) .......................  1.05 lbs. @ $5.96 per cwt. $ .0620
Analysis 17.5 Units Ammonia
Less: Expenses ............. 1.05 lbs. @ 2.65 per cwt. .0278
NET VALUE CONCENTRATED TANKAGE .............................. . . . .$  .0342
TOTAL, VALUE PER 1,000 POUNDS LIVE WEIGHT......................$ .1057
This is the $0.011 per cwt. alive used in valuing tripe in the cost- 
figuring example.
Blood—
Blood is usually collected from the killing floor in separate tanks 
or vats set aside for the purpose. It is then cooked, dried, and some­
times ground, for marketing.
It is valued at the current market price, based on the ammonia 
content, as determined by chemical analysis.
This price is applied to the yield of dried blood per thousand 
pounds of live weight, as shown by tests on representative lots.
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Blood was valued in the cost-figuring example used at $.04 per 
cwt. alive and was computed as follows:
Test Weight of Ground Dried 
Blood Per Thousand Pounds 
Alive
Current
Market Price of 
Blood of this Grade
Value 
Per 1,000 
Lbs. Alive
Gross Value ..................  7.51 lbs.
Analysis 16.45 Units Ammonia
$6.58 per cwt. $ .4942
at $8.00 per unit=131.60 
per ton or $6.58 per cwt.
Less: Expenses—Drying,
Grinding and Shipping. 7.51 lbs. @ 1.25 per cwt. .0938
NET VALUE OF BLOOD PER 1,000 POUNDS ALIVE..............
or $.04 per cwt. alive, as figured in the cost-figuring example,
